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Introduction / Abstract
The overall purpose of my experiment was to develop the most efficient 

algorithm (a set of instructions in code form) to get a robot out of a maze. 

My question for my experiment is "Can an algorithm be developed to help 

a robot escape a maze faster than randomly wandering?".

For this project, I tested 3 different algorithms (only left turn, only right 

turn, and random turn) 5 times using 5 different mazes. I also put a 4-

minute time limit on solving the maze, in case the robot didn't solve the 

maze in time.

My experiment proved successful, and I developed a very efficient 

algorithm. My hypothesis was correct, the left-hand algorithm was the most 

efficient, solving the maze a minute faster than the random algorithm on 

average.



Question / Hypothesis

Experimental Question

Can an algorithm be developed to help a robot escape a 

maze faster than the robot randomly wandering?

Hypothesis

After testing several different algorithms, I think the “left turn at 

each intersection” algorithm will be slightly faster than a random 

one.



Review of Literature
In my science fair project, I will be testing different algorithms that get a robot out of a 

maze. I will test several different algorithms and mazes, and the algorithm where the robot 

escapes fastest, I will deem the most efficient. My hypothesis is that an algorithm that tells 

the robot to turn left at each intersection will be the most efficient for all the mazes. As for 

the mazes, they will all be “simply connected" meaning there are no loops. While I was 

researching, I got a wonderful opportunity to tour a robotics lab at the University of 

Arizona and interview a student there (Yinan, 2021), to go along with my other helpful 

sources. During my tour, I saw many projects the students were working on. The most 

outstanding was a robot designed to mine rocks on the moon. One of the parts was a 

small claw that could grab something depending on its color (ex. If the student told it to 

pick up a green beanbag, the robot would be able to select a green beanbag from a pile 

of other colors). Another thing I saw for the project was a (soon to be automatic) rover that 

will be able to drive around the moon and complete various tasks without human help. The 

projects I was shown prove just how relevant robotics is becoming in our daily 

lives. According to (Kenneth. A, 2021), in the article “How to program a robot”, he says 

“Nowadays, robots are more ingrained in our culture than ever before”.



Imagine a career in writing algorithms for robots, especially autonomous ones, 

meaning they can operate on their own. A career in writing algorithms is a lot 

more common than someone might think, from the students at the robotics lab, to 

someone developing a game. Over the time I have spent practicing coding a 

robot, I learned it is not easy. Even if you think you are instructing the robot to do 

the right thing, it will end up doing what you really instructed, not what you think 
you did. In a journal article I read (Pransky, 2016), Dr. Whittaker, a robotics 

professor, instructed his robot to drive along a dark line. Instead of his artificial 

line, his robot drove up a tree!

A good question to answer is how will I code the robot? I will be using a block-

based version of Python, a coding language. One of the algorithms will say to turn 

left at each intersection or the “left hand on the wall algorithm” (Patrick M. 2015). 

Another algorithm that I will test is one that will turn the robot right at each 

intersection or “the right hand on the wall”. I believe these algorithms will perform 
the same, but one may work better than the other depending on the maze. My last 

algorithm will tell the robot to make a random turn at each intersection, this will be 

my control.



A surprisingly helpful source, (Dalton, 2017), taught me the different types of mazes and 

how to solve them. Like I mentioned in the previous paragraph, I learned about the “wall 

follower” algorithms, and in this source specifically, I learned that both the right-hand and the 

left-hand algorithms will always get you out of a “simple maze”. A simple maze is a maze where 

there are no loops. This will be the type of maze I use in my science fair project.

Reading about the field of artificial intelligence, I learned that there are 7 areas of 

intelligence, “knowledge representation”, “understanding natural language”, “learning”, 

“planning & problem solving”, “inference”, “search” and “vision” (Murphy, 2019). In my science 

fair project, the two I will be using the most are “inference” and “vision”. Using inference, 

especially in my “random direction” my robot will need to decide which path to follow. As 

for vision, my robot will need to “see” the lines in a maze to stay on them. Every artificially 

intelligent robot needs to possess some of these functions and that’s why I believe they were so 

beneficial to read about.

I learned a lot about robotics and coding from the sources I have used, and I am excited to 

start my experiment in the coming month. I learned how important and relevant robotics is in 

our daily lives, though it may not be the easiest field to go into. Another thing I learned, an 

important one at that is the fundamentals of a maze- solving algorithm and how to develop one. 

I also learned to keep trying when an algorithm fails and to look closer and fix it instead of just 

deleting it. I learn a lot every time I practice coding, and I look forward to learning more.



Real Life Robotics
To understand more about how A.I. is used in real life, I toured a robotics lab, Space Trex, at the 

University of Arizona. The students there were developing robots that will be able to mine rocks 

on the moon. The photo I included shows a picture of a robotic arm they may use in the project. I 

also have included a photo of a remote-controlled rover they will use.



Materials List:

• Black tape, to create black lines for the maze (1 or 2 rolls)

• The robot I will be coding (Makeblock, M-bot)

• Three line sensors, to detect intersections

• A timer, to record the robot’s escape time

• A computer, to write programs on

• LEGOs, to create blockades

• 4 Double A batteries, to keep the robot charged



Experimental Procedures
1) Practice programming the robot to follow a black line

2) Practice programming the robot to decide where to turn at an intersection

3) Create 5 different mazes with black tape, with a simple path and dead ends

4) Create 3 different algorithms for the robot to use, let one have a random 

decision on every intersection

5) Record the time the robot takes to solve each maze, run the algorithm 5x per 

maze

6) Repeat #5 for each algorithm

7) Create a histogram plot and calculate the average solve time for each algorithm

8) Given the results, read the data for each maze and decide if a better algorithm 

can be developed



Variables

Independent: My independent variable is the maze

Dependent: My dependent variable was the total solve time for 

each algorithm

Control : the random algorithm



Experimental Introduction
A particularly tedious aspect of the experiment was writing the 

code itself. While developing my algorithms, I experienced many 

challenges, such as how the robot will detect an intersection. My 

solution was to add sensors on each side of the robot so when it 

was on an intersection it would detect all the lines, not just the 

one directly in front of it. The mazes were made of lines of black 

tape and the intersections were formed where two pieces of tape 

crossed. Dead ends were created with a stack of large LEGOS .I 

had a total of three line- follower sensors, and one ultrasonic 

sensor to detect obstacles.



The orange 
arrows indicate
the detection of 
an intersection 
by the two 
line sensors 
below the 
robot. The blue 
arrow indicates 
the direction 
where the ultra 
sonic sensor 
detects
obstacles.

Experimental Introduction cont.



Experimental Introduction 
cont.

This is the interface where I wrote and 
uploaded my algorithms to the robot.

This section of code instructs the 
ultrasonic sensor to detect an obstacle 
and turn back



Basic Programming Procedures

1) Open the program "Mblock"

2) Develop a line follower program ("if line-follower-sensor-val. = 1...) 
repeat for values 2 and 3

3) Develop a wall avoidance program ("if ultrasonic sensor distance [cm] < 

6...")

4) For L.H: add a turn left sequence ("if line-follower-sensor [port 4] val. = 

0 turn left at 30% power")

5) Repeat for R.H, but include "turn right" instead of "turn left"

6) For random add: "I fline-follower-sensor [port 4] val. = 0 pick a number 

between [1 and 2]...



Mazes

In the following slides, there are pictures of my 5 mazes as well 

as the path through them.



Maze 1

*the red lines indicate the path through the maze*

NOTE: ALL DATA RECORDED JAN 2ND



Maze 2



Maze 3



Maze 4



Maze 5



On the following slides, I will 

show the times the different 

algorithms took to solve each 

maze side by side.

On the left axis of the chart is the 

time (in seconds) and on the 

bottom is the number of times I 

ran each algorithm.



Data Analysis AVERAGE TIMES:
Left – 19.8 sec
Right- 1 min 2 sec
Random – 3min 36sec

As you can see, for the 
left and right algorithm
took almost the same 
amount of time for each 
test, that is because 
there was no change in 
the code, so there 
shouldn’t be any 
change in the 
time.

The left-hand
algorithm also took 
significantly less time to 
solve the maze because 
there were far less left 
dead-end mazes.



Data Analysis

Click to add text

AVERAGE TIMES;
Left – 28.4 sec
Right - 54.8 sec
Random – 2min 26sec

Surprisingly, every time I 
ran the random 
algorithm on this maze, 
it solved it in under 4 
minutes, it even solved 
the maze in 3 min 59 
seconds (trial 4).
For this maze, I needed 
to replace the batteries 
of the robot, resulting in 
an overall speed 
increase.



Data Analysis

AVERAGE TIMES:
Left – 37.25 sec
Right- 51.4 sec
Random – 2min 47sec

As you may have seen, 
the times for the left and 
right turn fluctuated 
more than normal, this 
was due to sunlight 
hitting the black tape of 
the mazes, causing the 
robot to be unable to 
see the line.



Data Analysis

AVERAGE TIMES:
Left – 35sec
Right – 29.2sec
Random – 3min 18sec

As you can see, the left 
hand and right-hand 
algorithms are very 
close in solve time, this 
is because this maze 
was more symmetrical 
than others and the 
second difference may 
have been due to a 
difference in the motor 
speed for each 
algorithm



Data Analysis
AVERAGE TIMES:
Left – 59 sec
Right – 37.6 sec
Random – 4 min

While testing the right 
algorithm, I 
encountered an error 
where the robot would 
start to spin on a certain 
intersection, after I 
thought about it, when 
the robot turned right 
(instead of left) , it would 
turn back and see an 
obstacle, turn back and 
repeat again



Data Analysis

The purpose of my experiment was to find an algorithm that was the 
most efficient at solving a maze. After analyzing my data from 3 

algorithms, I concluded that the "left hand on the wall algorithm" was 

the most efficient algorithm, with an average solve time of 35 
seconds. Very close behind was the "right hand on the wall algorithm, 

with an average solve time of 42 seconds. The random direction 

algorithm was the least efficient algorithm, which took an average of 3 

minutes and 35 seconds to solve a maze, most likely because it was 
unlikely to follow a line to the finishing point.



Data Analysis

Every time the robot reaches an intersection, there is a 33.33% (1/3) chance 

it will go straight, so faced with 3 different intersections, it is statistically 

unlikely to go straight through all the intersections. The maze where the 
random algorithm preformed its best was maze 2, where it ended up 

solving the maze with an average of 2 minutes and 26 seconds. The maze 

where the right turn algorithm preformed its best is maze 4, where the 
algorithm solved the maze in an average of 29 seconds. Lastly, the maze 
where the left-hand algorithm did its best was maze 1, and the algorithm 

solved it in an average of 19.8 seconds.



Conclusion

In conclusion, my hypothesis was correct overall, the left-hand 

algorithm preformed the best out of my 3 algorithms. Even though 

the left-hand algorithm preformed the best, the right-hand algorithm 

barely took longer than the left on average and it could be that more 

mazes happened to have more right dead-ends. The random 

algorithm preformed the worst of all, but that was to be expected, 

once the robot came to an intersection near the finishing point and 

randomly chose to turn back.
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